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We estimate internal parameters of aQ-switched CO2 laser by fitting trajectories of the four-level model to
measured scalar time series. The four-level model is a five-dimensional nonlinear system of ordinary differ-
ential equations. A multiple shooting technique is used to construct the unobserved time courses of the
population densities and to reveal the dependence of the parameters on the excitation current. For excitations
barely above the laser threshold large pulse variations are identified as an effect of small variations of the pump
parameter.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experimentally observed dynamical systems are fre-
quently modeled in terms of nonlinear ordinary differential
equations~ODE!. Typically, not all relevant internal vari-
ables and parameters of a system are easily accessible to
direct measurements. The deterministic ODE defining the
system contains unknown parameters and unobserved com-
ponents. In the case of nonlinear ODEs, Fourier analysis is
not applicable and analytic solutions are not available in gen-
eral.

Sometimes educated guesses are made for the parameters
and the resulting model trajectories are compared with mea-
sured data by visual inspection@1–6#. In absence of a sys-
tematic adaptation of the mathematical models, it cannot be
distinguished between discrepancies that stem from wrongly
chosen parameters in a sufficient model on the one hand and
shortcomings of the model itself on the other. A fair com-
parison between two different model classes requires that the
models be optimized with respect to their parameters first.

Other approaches make use of Taken’s embedding theo-
rems @7#. Time delay embedding @8–10# works with phase
spaces and parameters, which typically do not have a physi-
cal interpretation. In the case ofdifferential embedding
@6,11,12#, time derivatives must be estimated from the data,
severely amplifying the measurement noise. Furthermore
both embedding techniques raise the so-called errors-in-
variables problem. It implies that estimated parameters are
biased in presence of observational noise if the estimation
problem is simply converted into a regression problem
@13,14#.

In this paper we take into account the information about
the deterministic nature of the underlying true trajectory, i.e.,
we find the model trajectory that satisfies the ODE and
comes closest to the observed data in terms of an appropri-

ately defined cost function. The difficulty is to find the global
minimum of the cost function. Since the solution of an ODE
is rather sensitive to the parameters, there will usually exist
numerous local minima apart from the global one. This prob-
lem is overcome by themultiple shooting method introduced
in @15# and, in a more general context, by Bock@16#.

This approach is feasible if a parametric ODE model is on
hand. Regarding theQ-switched CO2 laser, the so-called
four-level model~4LM! is well established@17,18#. It is a
nonlinear, five-variable ODE with six unknown parameters
that shall be estimated from the univariate, time-resolved
measurement of the intensity of aQ-switched CO2 laser.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II the methods
for estimating parameters in differential equations are out-
lined and adapted to theQ-switched CO2 laser. Section III
shows in a simulation study that the application of the meth-
ods yields reliable estimates of the parameters under realistic
conditions. The results for measured time series are reported
in Sec. IV.

II. METHODS

A. Notations

Consider a time-continuous, dynamical process described
by m nonlinear ordinary differential equations

ẋ5f~ t,x,p!, xPRm, tP@0,T#, ~1!

with a set of unknown parameterspPR. The initial values
x(0) are included inp as additional parameters. The scalar
time series$y i% represents a noisy measurement of the dy-
namical variables via the observation functiong,

y i5g„x~ t i ,p!,p…1h i , i51, . . . ,N, ~2!

whereh i denotes independent normally distributed random
numbers with zero mean and variances i
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The aim is to find those parametersp̂, for which the so-
lution x̂(t,p̂) of Eq. ~1! is closest to the observed dynamics.
To this end, the objective function

x2~p!5(
i51

N

S y i2g„x̂~ t i ,p!,p…

s i
D

2

~3!

is minimized with respect top. Under the given assumptions
one yields themaximum-likelihood estimator of the true pa-
rameters.

This nonlinear optimization problem is solved with a gen-
eralized Gauss-Newton method. The derivatives of the tra-
jectory with respect to initial values and parameters are com-
puted by integrating thevariational equations of the ODE
@19#. Sincex2(p) has a highly nonlinear dependence onp, it
will usually have numerous local minima apart from the glo-
bal one that corresponds to the best choice of the parameters.
This problem is addressed by using the multiple shooting
method.

Details of its mathematical and implementational aspects
are given in@16#. An exemplification of the method is given
in Sec. III. A comprehensive description of the application to
the CO2 laser is part of a forthcoming PhD thesis@20#.

B. Experimental setup

The experimental setup~Fig. 2! consists of a single-mode
CO2 laser with an intracavity electro-optic modulator~EOM!
@21#. The optical cavity, 1.35 m long, is defined by an 80%
reflectivity spherical mirror~radius of curvature 3.0 m! and
by a grating blazed for 10.6mm. The mirror, acting as the
cavity out coupler, is mounted on a piezoelectric translator in
order to control the tuning between the cavity mode and the
center of the molecular line. The active medium, a gas mix-

ture of 14% CO2, 14% N2, 2% H2, and 70% He at an aver-
age pressure of 21 Torr, is contained in a pyrex tube termi-
nated by Brewster windows. The medium is excited by a
high voltage DC discharge current stabilized to better than
0.01 mA.

At 6 ms intervals the EOM driver provides 600-V pulses
of 3 ms duration with rise time shorter than 50 ns. At the
switch on at timet50, a fast jump of the cavity-loss rateK
from a higher valueK1 to a lower valueK2 is induced.K2
51.37 MHz was used in all cases. This kind of~steep! ex-
ternal modulation induces the laser to explore both the linear
and the nonlinear regimes of amplification. The laser inten-
sity is detected with a Hg-Cd-Te photodiode and then ampli-
fied.

The detecting device has a weak nonlinearity and a band-
width of approximately 400 kHz. The parameters of these
properties were determined by an additional calibration pro-
cedure. While the nonlinearity was directly built into the
observation functiong in Eq. ~2!, the low-pass characteristic
was compensated by correcting the measured data. These
steps are discussed comprehensively in@20#.

When the laser net gain is positive, the intensity describes
a large spike, followed by relaxation oscillations. At the end
of the EOM pulse,K jumps back toK1 for another 3 ms
before the nextQ switch is induced. In@22# the time interval
to reach thermal equilibrium was directly measured to be of
the order of 3 ms for a voltage-stabilized power supply. In
our experiment the power supply is highly stabilized for cur-
rent fluctuations as those occurring during theQ switch. Tak-
ing this into account, a 3-ms break is a sufficient time inter-
val to reach thermal equilibrium and then to switch on the
laser again.

As the peak intensity depends on the value of the popu-
lation inversion that is proportional to the discharge current,
we choose the discharge currenti as the control parameter,
recording a sequence of 10–11Q-switch events for different
current values between 4.20 and 5.22 mA. By increasing the
current a growth of the pulse height is observed, accompa-
nied with a reduction of the delay time between the EOM
pulse and the laser pulse@3#.

C. Dynamical models

As a model for the dynamics of the CO2 laser we use the
five-dimensional 4LM as described in@3#. A schematic dia-
gram of the model is shown in Fig. 3. It includes two reso-
nant levels whose populations are denoted byN1 and N2,

FIG. 1. Iterative fit process for a simulated time series corre-
sponding toi54.80 mA. Dots, data; lines, model trajectory. The
time axis is logarithmic in order to make the first peak more dis-
tinct. ~a! Initial guess: in the rear part the initial values of the mul-
tiple shooting subintervals do not yet ‘‘know’’ that the Q-switch is
already past.~b! Convergence after 23 iterations.

FIG. 2. Experimental setup: G, grating; LT, laser tube; EOM,
electro-optic modulator; M, spherical mirror; PZT, piezoelectric
translator; PS, current stabilized power supply; HVA, high-voltage
amplifier; D, detector; P, preamplifier; DO, digital oscilloscope.
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respectively. There areZ additional rotational levels in each
vibrational band with total population densitiesM 1 andM 2.
Their average population densitiesm i5M i /Z are used as
dynamic variables instead ofM i , because they have the
same order of magnitude asN i , thus making the ODE inte-
gration and the optimization numerically more efficient.

The populations decay reversibly into levels of the same
band with the rate constantgR8 and irreversibly into other
levels with rate constantsg1 and g2, respectively. The flux
from a lasing levelN i to its other rotational levels is
ZgR8N i5:gRN i . The population inversiond5N22N1 is
achieved by a pump rateg2P acting on each upper level.

The measured laser intensity is proportional to the photon
densityn. It is amplified by stimulated emission with a field-
matter-coupling constantG and damped with a cavity-loss
parameterK(t). The time constant of theQ switch is smaller
than 50 ns and can be neglected in the model.K is instanta-
neously switched fromK1 to K2 at time zero.

Spontaneous emission fluctuations can also be neglected.
They cause only a time shift of the trajectories@3#, which is
accounted for in the preprocessing described below. The
4LM reads then

ṅ5@22K~ t !1Gd#n, ~4a!

Ṅ152gRN11gRm11Gdn2g1N1 ,
~4b!

Ṅ252gRN21gRm22Gdn2g2N2

1g2P, ~4c!

ṁ151gR8N12gR8m12g1m1 , ~4d!

ṁ251gR8N22gR8m22g2m21g2P,
~4e!

with

gR5ZgR8 .

The laser intensityI measured by the detector is propor-
tional to the photon densityn inside the cavity,

I5kn. ~5!

The unknown coefficientk is eliminated by scaling
n, N i , M i , P, andG21 with k. The ODE system is invari-

ant under this gauge transformation but one has to keep in
mind that the transformed state variables and parameters
contain an unknown factor.

The qualitative behavior of the model is visualized in Sec.
III. It is important to observe that there is a symmetry be-
tweeng1 and g2 in the model. When a solution of Eq.~1!
with certain parameters is given, the transformation

ñ5n, ~6a!

~Ñ1 ,Ñ2!5~P2N2 ,P2N1!, ~6b!

~m̃1 ,m̃2!5~P2m2 ,P2m1!, ~6c!

~ g̃1 ,g̃2!5~g2 ,g1!, ~6d!

leads to another solution with the same observation. Thus it
cannot be decided from a measurement ofn, whether the first
or the second solution is true. We account for this by restrict-
ing us to solutions withg1>g2.

D. Consistency of the initial state vector

A crucial point in the optimization process is the begin-
ning of the fit interval. When we treated the initial values of
all state variables as free parameters, the algorithm signaled
rank deficiency and the estimated unobserved components
were unreasonable, i.e., it was not possible to estimate all
parameters and initial values simultaneously from the given
data. This problem can be solved by making sure that the
initial state is consistent with the past history of the data, i.e.,
by incorporating additional physical knowledge about the la-
ser buildup.

1. Low and medium excitation currents

For currents not too high, the system is in a steady state
before theQ switch:

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the four-level model after@3#.

FIG. 4. Constructed time series of observed and unobserved
components of the state vector fori54.40 mA. The laser intensity
n exhibits a large spike followed by relaxation oscillations to a
steady level. The oscillations are reflected in the densities of the
lasing levelsN i while they are damped in the other levels of the
rotational manifold.
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n.0, ~7!

N15m150, ~8!

N25m25P. ~9!

However, if the fit started att50, the trajectory would be
arbitrarily sensitive to numerical fluctuations ofn ’s initial
value n0, rendering the problem ill posed. Therefore the fit
start was placed at the time where the intensity reaches 2%
of its peak value. At this time,n, N1, andm1 are still small
and N2 , m2, and d can be approximated by their steady
state values. Thus the ODE is reduced to the linear system
ẋ5L•x with x5(n,N1 ,m1)T andL being a 333 matrix of
constants depending onp.

The region of validity of the linear system is called the
linear regime. The only positive eigenvalue ofL is the initial
laser net gainl522K21GP. The amplitude of the
Q-switch peak and the time at which it occurs are strongly
dependent onl. The corresponding eigenvectorv, defined
through

L•v5l•v, ~10!

increases exponentially until the effects of the nonlinearities
become significant. Accordingly, the proportions ofn, N1,
andm1 at the fit start are given byv. Equations~9! and~10!
are used to relate the initial values of the unobserved com-
ponents at the fit start ton0 via equality constraints in the
optimization process@20#.

2. High excitation currents

For high currents and resultingly large pump parameters,
the laser gain is always positive. Consequently the laser is
switched between two different on states. The threshold for
this condition can easily be determined in the experiment,
since it causes the disappearance of the pulse time jitter. As
another consequence the data points prior tot50 correspond
to a steady state with nonvanishing intensity. For these cur-
rents the fit start was placed att50 and the steady state
equations that result when the right hand sides of Eqs.~4b!–
~4e! are set to zero were used as constraints to the initial
values.

III. SIMULATION STUDY

In this section the effectiveness of the outlined methods is
demonstrated under realistic conditions. A time series of the
laser intensity was simulated overT5500 ms with a sam-
pling frequency of 11 MHz using Eq.~4! with the parameters
that were estimated in Sec. IV for the excitation currenti
54.80 mA. Similar results were obtained for the other cur-
rents. Noise with the same properties as in the measured data
was added. Then the parametersG, g1 , g2 , gR , gR8 , andP
were estimated as described above. Their starting guesses
have been set to twice the true values. The initial valuen0
was another free parameter while the other initial values
were related ton0 according to Sec. II D 2.

The fit converged after 23 iterations. Figure 1 shows the

starting and the final iteration of the iterative process. The
estimated parameters deviated by at most 4% from the true
values. Figure 4 shows all five components of the model
trajectory.

The ability to construct estimates of the hidden variables
of the physical system is one of the advantages of our mod-
eling procedure compared to delay embedding techniques. In
this context the detection of overparametrizations by the op-
timization algorithm is important to preclude continuous am-
biguities in the construction. However, as Eq.~6! shows,
discrete ambiguities can never be precluded.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Ten records with different pump currents were measured
and divided into three groups with respect to their dynamical
behavior. Table I gives an overview. Each record contains 10
or 11 Q-switch pulses, sampled with 1 MHz resolution. For
each pulse the baseline was subtracted, which was estimated
by the last 500 points before theQ switch. For high currents
the laser intensity is nonzero att50. Therefore the baselines
determined for low and medium currents had to be averaged
and substituted for the high currents. We made sure that the
impact on the estimated parameters was not larger than 1%.

All records were corrected for the low pass characteris-
tics. The nonlinearity was directly implemented as the obser-
vation equation. The preprocessed data are given as points in
the following figures.

A. Low currents

As mentioned above, the amplitude of theQ-switch peak
is strongly influenced by the laser net gainl522K2
1GP. P increases with the pump current and for currents
below 4.20 mA no laser action can be observed at all, indi-
cating thatl crosses zero just belowi54.20 mA. For low
currents,GP is only slightly above 2K2. Small fluctuations
in the pump current then cause large relative variations in the
laser net gain resulting in a dynamics that differs consider-
ably between the individual pulses as shown for the lowest
currenti54.20 mA in Fig. 5.

This qualitative effect was already understood theoreti-
cally and confirmed experimentally@23,24#; however, no
quantitative comparison between theory and experiment was
made in these studies. With our approach we are able to
model the measured data in full detail. In amultiexperiment

TABLE I. Overview of recorded time series.

Regime Low Medium High
currents currents currents

Currenti 4.20 4.40 4.80
~mA! 4.30 4.50 4.90

4.60 5.05
4.70 5.22
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analysis all pulses were utilized simultaneously. Only the
pump parameterP was allowed to attain an individual value
for each pulse whileG, g1 , g2 , gR , andgR8 were forced to
be the same for all pulses.

As Fig. 5 shows, both the amplitudes and shapes of all
pulses are reproduced well. The estimated parameters are:
G526.7310212 s21, g1525.7 kHz, g254.79 kHz, gR

542.0 kHz,gR8524.9 kHz, P510931015.
In Fig. 6 the estimated value ofP and the resulting net

gain l are plotted vs the experimental pulse height. A clear
monotone functional relationship can be seen. The empirical
relative standard deviation ofP is only 1.4%, i.e.,P does not
make large use of its freedom to vary between the records.
On the other hand,l has a relative standard deviation of
22% being responsible for the broad spectrum of pulse
shapes.

The good correspondence between measurements and
model can be taken as a strong plea for the validity of the
four-level model for this experimental condition. Fori
54.30 mA the situation is similar but less distinct. In this
case the standard deviation ofP is again 1.4% while that of
l is 6.5%.

B. Medium and high currents

For currentsi54.40 mA and higher, the variance in the
pulse height is strongly reduced since the variance of the net
gain is small compared with its absolute value. Moreover the
peak becomes narrower with increasing current, thus being
sampled by successively fewer data points. In order to in-
crease the sampling frequency, all pulses of a record are
merged into a single time series. The data points are not
averaged but only gathered together with time values shifted
such that each pulse has time zero at a trigger point. As
trigger point serves the time at which the first decline after
the large peak falls below the second maximum. For medium
currents the pulse shapes are not yet perfectly equal, thus the
merged time series seem to contain some noise as can be
seen in Fig. 7.

The procedure for estimating the laser parameters was
applied to each record to estimate the parametersG, g1 , g2 ,
gR , gR8 , and P. Data and best fit trajectories are shown in
Fig. 7. In order to emphasize the peak region, a logarithmic
abscissa is used. No rank deficiency was encountered by the
algorithm. The model trajectories follow the experimental
data well. Especially the main peaks are reproduced well.

For high currents the second peak is slightly overesti-
mated and the relaxation oscillations that are coherent over
the complete time interval, are not resembled in detail by the
model.

Figure 8 summarizes the estimated parameters for me-
dium and high currents. The statistical errors shown in the
figure are calculated from the inverse of theHesse matrix of
the objective function, based on the assumption that the ob-
servational noise is uncorrelated. However, due to the low
pass characteristic of the detector and the pulse merging pro-
cedure, the noise has got a more complicated correlation
structure. Moreover systematic errors introduced by the pre-
processing and model mis-specifications are not reflected in
the estimated confidence intervals. Therefore the displayed
error bars should not be overinterpreted.

FIG. 5. Data~points! and model trajectories~lines! for the low-
est pump currenti54.20 mA. For the sake of clarity only 6 of 11
pulses are shown. The large variability of the curves was repro-
duced very well although onlyP andn0 were varied independently
for each pulse. The estimated parameters are given in the text.

FIG. 6. Relation between the experimental pulse heights and the
estimated values ofP ~left axis! andl522K21GP ~right axis! for
i54.20 mA. Note the ranges of the two axes forP andl. There is
a factor 2 between the minimum and the maximum ofl while the
P values cover a range that is only the 20th part of their mean.

FIG. 7. Measured data~points! and best fit trajectories~lines! for
a representative selection of medium and high currents. The cur-
rents shown arei55.22, 4.80, 4.60, and 4.40 mA. The peaks appear
from left to right in the given order, the tails from top to bottom.
The other currents are omitted for the sake of clarity. The time axis
is logarithmic in order to make the first peaks more distinct. For the
high currents, the baseline is nonvanishing.
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For high currents the laser is enduringly above threshold
as mentioned before. This qualitative difference between me-
dium and high currents was emphasized by drawing lines
between points within but not between these two groups.

The rate constantsg1 , g2 , gR , andgR8 increase with the
current, which reveals their temperature dependence.g1 was
estimated to be much larger thang2 in accordance with
@18,5#, thus the assumptiong15g2 made in@25,26# is re-
jected based on dynamically modeled measured time series.
In this context we would like to mention briefly that the
application of the simpler two-level model@1,27# turned out
to be insufficient to describe the given data adequately.

The field matter coupling constantG is inversely propor-
tional to the collisional broadeningg' @27#. G decreases
with increasing current. This can be understood as a tempera-
ture induced increase ofg' . Therefore we plotted 1/G to-

gether with the rate constants and actually it shows a similar
behavior.

The pump rateg2P increases monotonically with the
pump current as expected. The effective number of rotational
levels is not estimated directly but calculated throughZ
5gR /gR8 . It increases with the current and has values be-
tween 1 and 2 in contrast to thermodynamic considerations
suggesting higher values. Also,gR8 andgR are considerably
smaller than the values used in the literature@28,17,3,18#. As
the gas mixture, its total pressure, the geometry of the dis-
charge tube~i.e., internal diameter, electrode shapes, etc.!,
and the excitation currents are different, it is difficult to com-
pare estimated parameters with values obtained by spectro-
scopic measurements. However, the low values estimated for
Z are an indication of an intrinsic weakness of the 4LM,
which is too simplified a model to represent the complex
molecular dynamics in a CO2 laser. Taking into account the
four unobserved components and the coupling between their
initial values and the parameters~Sec. II D!, it is difficult to
assess the impact of model misspecifications on the esti-
mated parameters. Future work must be devoted to an evalu-
ation of refined models.

The comparison between the experimental results and the
outcomes of the fitting procedure remains essential. In this
framework, our numerical estimations confirm the essential
role played by the incoherent processes ruled by the colli-
sional ratesgR andgR8 .

As a final result, the steady state conditionṅ50 is used to
estimate the valueK1 of the cavity losses before theQ
switch for high currents. The result was between 2.42 and
2.54 kHz for the four records, i.e. almost the same value was
estimated independently in all four records.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we modeled measured time series from a
Q-switched CO2 laser on the basis of the four-level model
~4LM!. The unobserved dynamical variables of a five-
dimensional differential equation scheme were constructed
and the internal parameters were estimated. The method was
tested on simulated data under realistic conditions and it was
applied to ten records of measured data with differing exci-
tation currents.

For low pump currents we could explain a large variabil-
ity of the pulse shapes through rather small variations in the
pump parameter. For a wide range of higher pump currents
the 4LM is able to reproduce well the large main peak as
well as the long tails of the relaxation phase.

Our study also confirms in an unequivocal and indepen-
dent way the important role of the rotational manifolds in the
dynamics of a CO2 laser. For the first time, to the best of our
knowledge, a convincing correspondence between measured
time series from a CO2 laser and model trajectories from the
four-level model was obtained. We expect that this approach
of investigating dynamical systems by modeling ‘‘in vivo’’
experiments will enable detailed insight into numerous chal-
lenging complex phenomena.

FIG. 8. Estimated parameters and error bars as a function of the
excitation current for medium and high currents. From top to bot-
tom: 1/G ~top left axis!; rate constantsgR , gR8 , g1, andg2 ~top
right axis!; number of rotational levelsZ ~bottom left axis!; pump
rateg2P ~bottom right axis!. 1/G andP contain an unknown scaling
factor that is, however, the same for all records. The results and
error bars are discussed in the text.
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